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When talking with Za Xiong, 30 and Ia Yang, 25
of Summer Fresh Flower Farm, it was clear that
they had a passion for farming.  The young
couple lives by the theory “Do what makes you
happy!”. It’s this theory that after Za received a
college degree in Computer Science and Ia, a
nursing degree, decided to go back into farming.
 Along with their family, they grow over 60
varieties of fresh cut flowers, on their 15 acres
family farm in Newton, NC.  A typical work week
, from March through November, is selling at
two different farmers markets three days a
week.  In addition to the markets, they also
make arrangements for weddings, all types of 

showers, and any other special occasions that call for a fresh bouquet of flowers.
Many long hours of working in the fields
fertilizing, irrigating, weeding, and
scouting for pests make the cut flower
farm spend more labor intensive than the
average person thinks when purchasing a
fresh bouquet at the farmers market.

Do what makes you

happy!"

"The young couple lives by the theory



 When asked what was one of the best piece of farm advice
given to them, Ia answered “It’s not hard, it’s just a lot of
work and a lot of time”. During the peak season they 
spend 16-18 hour days cutting, cleaning, sorting, and
packing away the flowers for the market the next
morning.  Za is most proud of adopting newer methods
of farming, such as Seasonal High Tunnels for season
extension and black fabric for weed control in the
flower fields to reduce chemical use.  Ia goes to the

operation. On the weekends they attend the market
together to keep up with the increase in customers.

farmers market during the week, while Za stays at the
family farm managing the growing side of the flower 

"It's not hard, it's just a lot of work and a lot of time."

one of the best piece of farm advice...

After frost comes, in late October, the
growing season for cut flowers draws to a
close.  After harvest,  Za and Ia reflect on

their good fortune from the growing season
and take pride in being their own boss and

having a profitable operation.  Being a
successful new and beginning farmers

brings hope to the young couple and pushes
them to pursue their long term goal of

owning a much larger farm one day down
the road.


